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Come Sail Away Matchbook Gift Card Holder 

   
Stamps:  Sailing Home   Ink: Night of Navy 
Cardstock:  Whisper White, Night of Navy, Silver Foil, Come Sail Away Designer 
Accessories:  SNAIL, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Paper Snips, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, 
Glue Dots, Tear & Tape Adhesive, Stampin’ Sponge, 2” Circle Punch, Silver 3/8” Metallic Edge 
Ribbon, Dark Night of Navy Stampin’ Blends Marker, Smooth Sailing Dies 
Measurements: Night of Navy card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored & folded at 3 ¾”, 9” 
Come Sail Away Designer Paper for front: 4” x 3”   for lower front pocket: 1 ¾” x 4”    
Whisper White for focal image: 2 ¾” x 2 ¾”    for greeting: 1” x 2 ½” for sailboat: 2” x 2 ½” 
Silver Foil for focal image mat: 2 7/8” x 2 7/8”  for inside: 4” x 4”  Ribbon: about 16” 
Whisper White for inside “pull-up” layer: 3 ¾” x 5”, scored at ½” across the 3 ¾” top. 
Come Sail Away Designer Paper  for outside of envelope flap: 2 ¼ x 5 3/4” 
Stamping tips: Adhere 3” x 4” DSP to top flap of card front with SNAIL. Fold up the bottom flap of 
card front. Adhere 1 ¾”’ x 4” DSP to bottom flap with SNAIL. Adhere Silver Foil layer inside card with 
SNAIL.  
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Punch a 2” circle from scrap paper with a piece of scrap card stock behind it for stability. Put a tiny bit 
of SNAIL on one side of the circle to attach to the white focal image square, leaving just a little bit of 
the circle extending below the edge of the square, to create a “mask”. 

  
Use Stampin’ Sponge to add Night of Navy ink over the square and the mask, re-inking the sponge 
until the desired ink saturation is achieved. Remove mask from the square and you have a “moon”. 

  
Stamp seagulls with Night of Navy ink. Adhere to Silver Foil mat layer with SNAIL. Adhere to upper 
card flap with dimensionals. 
Stamp sailboat on white with Night of Navy ink. Cut with coordinating die. Adhere sailboat over moon, 
extending lower portion of boat to the edge of the upper front flap, with dimensionals. 

  



 

 

Color ribbon with Dark Night of Navy Stampin’ Blend. (make sure you lay the ribbon on scrap paper to 
absorb the excess color that seeps through the ribbon. Wrap ribbon around bottom flap. Tie in a knot 
on right side. Trim ends with scissors. 

 
Stamp greeting on white scrap. Cut with banner die from Smooth Sailing dies. Adhere to bottom flap 
just above the ribbon on the left side, keeping the top edge of the greeting so the top flap can be 
closed behind it. 

 
Stamp inside sentiment with Night of Navy ink on inside white layer. Sponge edges with Night of Navy 
ink. Add a piece of Tear & Tape Adhesive to the ½” folded end. Adhere to the top flap of the inside 
card base with the Tear & Tape Adhesive. 

  
 



 

 

If you are using this card as a gift card holder, adhere the gift card to the bottom of the layer with a 
glue dot. Put the gift card end behind the bottom flap. When you open the card the layer will pull up 
the gift card for presentation. 

 
To add DSP to the outside of the envelope flap, add a line of SNAIL all around the edges of the flap. 
Adhere the DSP piece to the flap, lining up the edge of the piece with the top fold of the flap. Press 
the DSP securely all around the edges, then trim the DSP to match the shape of the flap with 
scissors. Stamp front of envelope to match card if desired. 
  


